Carrying Out a Vision of Expanding into New Markets

Two James Distillery

Constructing a Space that Creates Community

950-square foot event space would quickly transform into

Two James Distillery first opened their doors seven years ago in

a unique and vibrant tasting room attractive to locals and

Detroit, Michigan. Over the years, their business and reputation

travelers, alike.

grew, and it wasn’t long before their visionary owner, Dave
Landrum, began to explore opportunities to expand into new
markets. Around this time, Dave connected with the owner
of a local, Grand Rapids taproom, who made him an offer he
couldn’t pass up.

Dave’s goal was to create an environment that enabled
mingling and community building and was distinct, yet
complimentary, to his landlord and neighbor, 7 Monks
Taproom. Additionally, it was important to him that his team
have the set-up and equipment necessary to offer a similar

“The brewery and distillery industry is very unique in that it’s

experience to what customers would encounter when visiting

not competitor versus competitor; rather, it’s a craft that brings

the Detroit location.

people together – everyone is on the same team. So, when
I got a call from Jim with 7 Monks [Taproom] saying he had
a special events room inside his bar that I could turn into a
tasting room, I knew it was just the opportunity I was looking
for! ~Dave Landrum, Founder and Owner

“Most cocktail bars are very quiet and intimate; we’re the
complete opposite. We love when the bar is packed with
people walking around and engaging. Our vision was to
create a space where people come hoping
to meet and connect with new people;

Situated just outside the heart of Grand Rapids within a multi-

a place that creates community.”

family, mixed-use building known as Lofts on Michigan, this

~Ben Senseney, Administrative
Assistant
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Creative design expertise was key to producing a space that provides both flow and function. The end product offers ample
seating options in a vibrant environment, while also giving staff a fully stocked, spacious, and operable bar.

Aware of the space limitations, Dave knew it would take just

First Companies worked alongside Two James Distillery

the right company to bring his vision to life. Dave and the team

to develop a design that incorporated the aesthetic and

at Two James Distillery were looking for a company that would

function they desired. It took several iterations to come up

not only get the job done, but would provide the level of detail

with a configuration that worked, but it wasn’t long before

and service that would produce a quality, uniquely designed

construction was underway.

space capable of accomplishing all they had envisioned.
Four years ago, First Companies constructed Lofts on Michigan,
including the apartments and most of the retail buildouts,
one being 7 Monks Taproom. It was First Companies’
established reputation in the industry, combined with 7 Monks’
recommendation, that led Two James Distillery to select First
Companies for the job.

“First Companies was integral in the design process. The team
was exceptionally skilled at facilitating the planning meetings
and fielding all of our questions and requests. Given their
breadth of experience, they were able to effectively anticipate
challenges before they arose which saved us time and money,
and made the whole process feel very seamless. We couldn’t
have done it without their knowledge and expertise.” ~Dave
Landrum

“We heard nothing but good about First Companies, and the
finished spaces of 7 Monks and the whole of Lofts on Michigan
made it clear that they were more than capable of managing
our project according to our expectations. After seeing their
work and hearing Jim’s recommendation, we really didn’t look
anywhere else!” ~Dave Landrum

Though, space limitations were not the
biggest hurdle. This project was on
track to complete in early Summer
of 2020. Around this same time,
COVID-19 came to the states,
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causing a nationwide shutdown. As a result,
the project was temporarily put on pause,
however, the team was able to adjust the plans
and timelines so as to minimize the impact of
the delays on the final move-in date. In July
of 2020, Two James Distillery’s space was
complete!
Two James Distillery’s new tasting room
features a spacious layout with a variety of
seating options for guests to enjoy. The bar
grants access to ice on either side of the
counter and includes a miniature dishwasher,
a kegerator, optimized storage, open shelving
made of 100+ year-old barn wood upon which
the liquor is displayed, and ample room for staff
to move around each other.

“First
Companies
was integral
in the design
process.
We couldn’t
have done it
without their
knowledge and
expertise.”
~Dave Landrum

kind wall paintings and infused with earthy
tones from the furniture and décor to create
a unique, vibrant environment that puts a
twist on the industrial-style décor often found
in urban spaces.
“Despite the challenges, the process was very
seamless; our team was highly responsive,
and we are very pleased with the result. We
look forward to when life returns to normal
so we can see this space in action and watch
as community is created and strengthened
through our craft.” ~Ben Senseney
When asked what advice he would give to
others seeking to undertake a similar project,
Ben advised that you do your homework, be
detail-oriented, and know what you want. He

The design was a collaborative effort, and features exposed

concluded by advising others to be aware of placement and

brick, high ceilings and wood beams combined with one-of-a-

flow to ensure a consistent dynamic throughout the bar.

Custom ‘barn’ doors create an
aesthetically pleasing, space-conscious
separator between Two James Distillery
and 7 Monks Taproom.

Two James Distillery is a tenant within Lofts on Michigan. This mixed-use (retail and
residential) building was constructed by First Companies and is located near the heart
of Grand Rapids - a great location for new and growing businesses.
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Exposed brick and wood beams, combined with high ceilings and distinctive decor creates a unique,
vibrant environment conducive for building and strengthening community.

Left: Open shelving made of barn wood that’s over 100 years old creatively displays the
distillery’s craft spirits.
Right: Custom artwork designed and painted by one of Two James Distillery’s staff
perfectly encapsulates the owner’s desired aesthetic.
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